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Cursors

• Used to:

- Iterate over the set of rows in a table

- Insert new rows into a table



1. Use the data access (da) 

module cursors



Two Types of Cursors

• arcpy.da cursors (10.1 onwards; significantly faster performance)

• “Classic” cursors (provided only for continuing backward compatibility)



2. Choose the right cursor for the 

task



Data Access Module Cursors



Required Arguments

• Table

- The feature class, layer, table, or table view

• Fields

- Single field or list of field names

- Index position in fields parameter defines value access

#           0        1       2

fields = [“Name”, “Year”, “Count”]



3. Use tokens as shortcuts



Tokens

• OID@ —The value of the ObjectID field.

• SHAPE@ —A geometry object for the feature.

• SHAPE@XY —A tuple of the feature's centroid x,y

coordinates.

• SHAPE@TRUECENTROID —A tuple of the feature's 

true centroid x,y coordinates.

• SHAPE@X —A double of the feature's x-coordinate.

• SHAPE@Y —A double of the feature's y-coordinate.

• SHAPE@Z —A double of the feature's z-coordinate.

• SHAPE@M —A double of the feature's m-value.

• SHAPE@JSON — The esri JSON string representing 

the geometry.

• SHAPE@WKB —The well-known binary (WKB) 

representation for OGC geometry. It provides a 

portable representation of a geometry value as a 

contiguous stream of bytes.

• SHAPE@WKT —The well-known text (WKT) 

representation for OGC geometry. It provides a 

portable representation of a geometry value as a text 

string.

• SHAPE@AREA —A double of the feature's area.

• SHAPE@LENGTH —A double of the feature's length.

Used as shortcuts in place of field names



4. Need to limit results? Use the 

where clause parameter.



arcpy.da.SearchCursor

arcpy.da.SearchCursor(in_table, field_names, 

{where_clause}, {spatial_reference}, 

{explode_to_points}, {sql_clause})



arcpy.da.SearchCursor



arcpy.da.SearchCursor# Open a Search Cursor, print results

table = "Crime_Incidents_2016"

fields = ["Shift", "Offense", "Method", "Ward"]

qry = " Ward = '6' "

with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(table, fields, qry) as cursor:

for row in cursor:

print("Shift: {} Offense:{} Method: {} Ward: {}".format(row[0], row[1], row[2], row[3]))



arcpy.da.SearchCursor# Open a Search Cursor, print results

table = "Crime_Incidents_2016"

fields = ["Shift", "Offense", "Method", "Ward"]

qry = " Ward = '6' "

with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(table, fields, qry) as cursor:

for row in cursor:

print("Shift: {} Offense:{} Method: {} Ward: {}".format(row[0], row[1], row[2], row[3]))



5. Need the geometry reported in 

a different coordinate system? 

Use the spatial reference 

parameter.



# Open a Search Cursor with a where clause, print results

table = "Crime_Incidents_2016"

fields = ["Offense", "SHAPE@XY"]

qry = " Ward = '6' "

# WKID: 2248 for NAD_1983_StatePlane_Maryland_FIPS_1900_Feet

sro = arcpy.SpatialReference(2248)

with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(table, fields, qry, sro) as cursor:

for row in cursor:

print("Offense:{} Coordinates: {}".format(row[0], row[1]))



# Open a Search Cursor with a where clause, print results

table = "Crime_Incidents_2016"

fields = ["Offense", "SHAPE@XY"]

qry = " Ward = '6' "

# WKID: 2248 for NAD_1983_StatePlane_Maryland_FIPS_1900_Feet

sro = arcpy.SpatialReference(2248)

with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(table, fields, qry, sro) as cursor:

for row in cursor:

print("Offense:{} Coordinates: {}".format(row[0], row[1]))



6. Need information about every 

vertex? Use the explode to points 

parameter. 



Please Take Our Survey on the Esri Events App!

Select the session 
you attended

Scroll down to 
find the survey

Complete Answers
and Select “Submit”

Download the Esri 
Events app and find 

your event




